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I'm new to ORMs, so I want to be clear. I'm using Entity
Framework 5, my DB looks like this Contract ID Contract_Id

From To Orm ID Contract_Id ContractType_Id (FK)
ContractDetails (or other details) I want to make an Orm
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that maps the contracts to the orm and will be able to do
things like get a new row for one contract type. Does a

IDbRepository map to this design? I see some people doing
it differently, but am trying to understand the "norm". Also,
my Orm is stored in a separate project, is this common? A:
You don't need a repository, the IRepository interface is to
connect to an ORM, and to deal with multiple databases

(including multiple adapters). Consider your own projects
ORM, and how it connects to your database. In your

example it connects to both the contract and the orm
repository. Both are separate projects, so they should be as
well. They would use the same database structure, and the
same mapping (and classname) would be used to access
both. Consider separate projects for your database and
persistence, each with their own interfaces. In that case
your classes for each layer will have interfaces, and your
data layer will have an orm connection, and a data layer
connection. Then for your business layer, you can have a
single contract and business layer, but separate orm and
data. You don't really want your Business classes to be
aware of the ORM, nor the ORM to be aware of the data
layer (in this example). Use an ORM for your persistence
layer, then a data layer (if you need a data layer, then a
different one that isn't using the ORM) (AP) -- If you start
shopping for a used car in the spring, you may want to

tread lightly. The average price of used cars have increased
for the first time c6a93da74d
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